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The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, first paragraph. The specification

discloses it is conventional to provide an overprint varnish over printed ink, that it is

conventional to provide radiation-curable inks and varnishes for non-food and food packaging

applications that use paper or cardboard as the print substrate, that "most" but apparently not all

printed ink and overprint varnish are not FDA approved as either direct or indirect food

additives, that it was known to apply printing and varnish directly to plastic films (albeit for non-

food uses?) and that radiation curable ink systems "have not found acceptance" for use with

relatively thin thermoplastic films in food packaging applications because of the "susceptibility"

of such a system to unacceptable levels of migration into the packaged food of undesirable

products. It is noted that the last disclosure does not say that the migration is inevitable, only

that there is a susceptibility. There is also some question, based on how the specification is

worded, as to whether someone in the art has indeed combined a food, packaging film and

radiation cured varnish. Clarification as to what is prior art and what has been done in the prior

art relative to the combination is requested. Also, since it is disclosed that the radiation-curable

systems have not found acceptance in thin films for food because of the susceptibility for

contamination and since it does not appear nor is it apparent that applicants have modified any of

the compositions or films conventionally known, it is not clear how applicants avoid the problem

that applicants urge that the prior art was concerned about; i.e., contamination. That is,

applicants are apparently using known polymeric films, known radiation curable inks and
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varnishes, etc. How therefore do applicants prevent contamination when they urge the prior art

could not? Clarification is requested. It is also not clear whether the radiation-curable systems

have been used on thick plastic films since applicants appear to make a distinction that such

systems have not found acceptance with "relatively thin" films. Clarification is required on this

point as well.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a personhavmg ordinary skill ,n the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by themanner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over applicants'

admission of the prior art found throughout the specification.

In regard to claim 1, and as noted above, applicants disclose it was well known to provide

a packaged food product comprising a food product, and a package enclosing the food product,

wherein the package comprises a coated printed film comprising a substrate film comprising one

or more thermoplastic materials, wherein the substrate film has a print side and an opposing food

side (page 2, para. 4), an image printed on the print side of the substrate film, and a varnish over

the printed image (page 2, para. 4). Note, too, on page 3, it is disclosed that "typically" a

package will conduct a migration study to establish that a printed ink or over print varnish

component will not migrate through the printed film in a significant amount to meet FDA
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standards. Since most food packaging films are less than 1 5 mils, it is assumed that applicants'

admission of the prior art meets the recited thickness. Thus, applicants have admitted that some

inks and varnishes will not migrate through the film. The claims appear to differ from

applicants' admission of the prior art in the recitation that the varnish in a plastic film, food

package of less than 15 mils has been radiation cured, as opposed to a varnish in food packages

which have not been radiation cured. However, applicants' admission of the prior art also states

that radiation cured inks and radiation cured varnishes are conventional in the art and applicants

are not the first to employ radiation cured inks and varnishes in packaging materials. However,

applicants' admission of the prior art only discloses that whereas the radiation cured inks and

varnishes have been used in paper or cardboard packages (and presumably thick plastics) they

have not found "acceptance" for use with relatively thin thermoplastic films because of the

"susceptibility" to unacceptable levels of migration of chemicals. This phase "acceptance"

because of a result implies that such products, as those recited, have been previously made. In

any case, once it is known to provide thin film plastic food packages with ink and a varnish

overcoat, and once it is known to determine which conventional materials are or are not

susceptible to migration and once it is known to employ radiation cured varnishes, to substitute

in a food package one conventional varnish for another conventional varnish especially when

radiation cured varnishes apparently have well known properties and at least some advantages

over non-radiation cured varnishes, is seen to have been obvious and an obvious matter of

routine experimentation. As noted above, applicants have not apparently disclosed what is it
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abou, their generic claimed (and conventionally known, varnish material, other than the las.

paragraph recitation of a functional property, tha, causes it ,„ be less susceptible to migration

than the prior art (which applicants state generally had a migration problem). All of the

remainder of the claims have been fully reviewed and are rejected for the same reasons above.

The specification fully details mat the films, inks, varnish, methods ofpackaging, etc. are all

conventional.

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to Mr. Weinstein at

telephone number (703) 308-0650.
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